
SAN LORENZO
DE CALDONO

Colombia

This coffee is produced by La Asociación de Productores la Esperanza, or ASPROLE. 
Parchement is then delivered to CENCOIC for export. 



San Lorenzo de Caldono Reserve is in the Caldono

Municipality, in the central mountain range of Cauca

Department. Its total area is 373.98km2 and is located

67km from Popayán. All coffees here are grown under

a forest canopy.

Cencoic, which stands for Central Cooperativa

Indígena del Cauca, is a group that we have been

working with since 2008. They are a cooperative

comprised of indigenous reserves in the Cauca region

and they also export their own coffee. Each reserve

has its own association that buy the coffee in

parchment before delivering to Cencoic to export. 

For San Lorenzo De Caldono this is La Asociación de

Productores la Esperanza, or ASPROLE. 

Cencoic have employees from the reserves working

as agronomists to help with training or dealing with

issues such as Palomino Cocochinila, a disease that

stops young trees growing. 
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This is combatted with a mixture of ash, jute bag

fibres and water. The dry mill facilities they

provide are based in Popayan, and this is where

final quality control and assurance is done before

export. 

Asprole was created in 2004 and has played a

significant role in supporting Cencoic. Currently

managed by Cecila Valencia it has now grown to

over 370 families from 6 territories called ‘Nasa Sa

Th Tama Kiwe’, or territories of the great leaders. 

ASPROLE have their own warehouse for coffee

parchment collection, as well as a community food

shop where products are sold to members with a

5-10% discount. Bilingual schools have been built

to encourage the revival of their local Nasa Yuwe

language, as Spanish is the common tongue but

their heritage is important to them. 

Colombia, Caturra, Typica, Tabi, CastilloVarietals

WashedProcesses

April - JulyHarvest

1500 - 2000 maslAltitude

Cencoic Warehouse: Lucia Becoche, Hernan Castellanos, Juan Carlos Gaumpe



El Mango is a fairtrade certififed farm producing

roughly 1250kg of parchment coffee under the

watchful eyes of Jose Manuel and his daughter

Juileme Callapu Campo. Producing Fairtrade coffee,

they had also trialled organic production but with not

so satisfactory results. Some synthetic fertiliser is

used therefore, though a large number of organic

practises remain. Banana, guamo, and catchimbo

trees provide a large amount of shade cover across

the farm, and a seven year stumping program keeps

the trees healthy and vigourous. 

Cherries here used to be fermented for 14 hours dry

before being pulped and processed as washed

coffee. 

This has been extended to a 22 hour fermentation

following experimentation that showed an increase

in sweetness, body and cup quality. The washing

itself is repeated 4-5 times until the parchment is

fully clean, and all floaters have been discovered

and removed.

Cherries here used to be fermented for 14 hours

dry before being pulped and processed as washed

coffee. This has been extended to a 22 hour

fermentation following experimentation that showed

an increase in sweetness, body and cup quality. The

washing itself is repeated 4-5 times until the

parchment is fully clean, and all floaters have been

discovered and removed.

Jose Manuel Callapu CampoOwner

Castillo, ColombiaVarietals

WashedProcesses

May - JulyHarvest

1750 - 1800 maslAltitude

1.5 hectaresSize

EL MANGO

Contributing to San Lorenzo De Caldono

FairtradeCertifications



Victoria Ines is a third generation coffee farmer

who, as the daughter amongst 11 siblings found

herself only inheriting land without coffee

planted on it. With a passion for coffee she has

created everything from the ground up. Her

husband, Carlos Alberto Gonzales has a farm the

same size too and they both support each other

in the development of these. Carlos is the local

technician employed by Cencoic (one of three),

so supports their neighbours and other residents

too. 

Tres Pinos is certified organic and has 2700

trees. This is picked by 5 or 6 pickers visiting the

farm and is done in one day and repeated twice a

month for 3 months. 

They too utilise a longer fermentation at 20 hours,

mechanically wet milling the cherries and washing

and tank resting before drying in a green house for

15-25 days. 

The farm itself is well cared for and this is due to

Victoria investing consistently in it. This is less

commonly seen and testament to her dedication.

The honey water from the wet mill is mixed with

mountain micro-organisms; the first layer of leaves

from the ground gathered and mixed in along with

rice skins and left to ferment for 3 months before

being used to irrigate. A liquid fertiliser is also self-

made, being a mix of different sulphates, vitamins,

plantain skin, dry cherry, and mountain

microorganisms. 

Victoria InesOwner

CastilloVarietals

WashedProcesses

April - JuneHarvest

1800 maslAltitude

0.5 HectaresSize

TRES PINOS

Contributing to San Lorenzo De Caldono

OrganicCertifications


